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INTRODUCTION
In Public Law 104-134 [110 Stat. 1321 (1996)], the 1996 appropriation for the Legal Services
Corporation (LSC), Congress imposed restrictions and prohibitions on the types of services LSC
grantees may provide to clients and on the methods they may employ in providing those services.
The law, enacted on April 26,1996, required the grantees to discontinue servicing certain types
of cases immediately. It also required grantees to divest of three other types of cases (class
actions, prisoner litigation, and alien representation) no later than July 31, 1996. Congress
required LSC to report whether grantees had divested of these cases within the time allotted.
In order to provide the LSC Board of Directors, management, and Congress with an independent
assessment of the grantees' compliance with the new law, the LSC Office of Inspector General
(OIG) initiated two types of limited scope audits covering 12 grantees. A performance audit
tested: (1) whether the grantees had divested of the prohibited cases and were providing only
those legal services permitted in restricted cases; and (2) whether the selected grantees had
implemented the policies and procedures to ensure that case-related activities were within the
new law. A financial related audit was designed to determine whether selected grantees were
supporting prohibited or restricted activities through the grantee or alternative organizations.
This report presents the results of the performance audit of Legal Assistance Foundation of
Chicago (LAFC).
BACKGROUND
LAFC received $4,599,771 in Fiscal Year 1996. LAFC's main office is located in Chicago,
Illinois, and there are six branch office locations. As of the date of field work, LAFC employed,
in addition to the Executive Director, approximately 55 attorneys, 35 paralegals, and 49 other
staff. In June 1996, LAFC reported 37 class action suits, 3 prisoner litigation suits, and 176 alien
representation cases, a total of 216 cases to be divested by July 31, 1996. As of August 1, 1996,
LAFC reported 3 prohibited class action suits and 5 prohibited alien representation cases that had

not been divested by the July 31 deadline. The recipient was required to follow a corrective
action plan, which LSC management monitored, and all of these reported cases were divested or
resolved before the end of 1996. As of August 13, 1996, LSC Regulation 45 CFR 1617.3
prohibited recipients "from initiating or participating in any class action." Section 1617.2 defined
initiation or participation in a class action as any involvement at any stage of a class action prior
to an order granting relief. However, that section specifically excepted non-adversarial
monitoring of an order granting relief. LAFC retained some class action cases relying on that
exception.
OBJECTIVES
The specific objectives of the performance audit were to determine whether LAFC had:
•
•
•

divested of class action, prisoner litigation, and restricted alien cases by the July 31,
1996, deadline as required by section 508(b)(2) of Public Law 104-134;
continued representation after April 26, 1996 with respect to the prohibited and/or
restricted case services in violation of the law; and
adopted new policies and procedures to conform with the new law, and communicated
those policies and procedures to its staff.

SCOPE
The audit was conducted at the main office in Chicago, Illinois from December 9-11, 1996, and
January 27-30, 1997 and included one branch office. Audit procedures were limited to the
following six regulations and the applicable interim rules in effect for 1996:
Part 1617 Class Actions
Part 1626 Alien Representation
Part 1633 Drug-related Evictions
Part 1637 Prisoner Litigation
Part 1639 Welfare Reform
Part 1636 Plaintiff Statements of Fact/Client Identity
Relevant to the stated objectives, we reviewed cases and other matters existing prior and
subsequent to April 26, 1996, through January 30, 1996. We did not review cases or other
matters subsequent to the last date of fieldwork, except as they pertained to our follow-up of
issues addressed in this report.
METHODOLOGY
The OIG conducted the performance audit of LAFC in accordance with generally accepted
government auditing standards. Audit procedures were limited to the following:

•

•

•
•
•

conducting interviews with the Executive Director, managing attorneys and other case
handlers to obtain an understanding of the policies, procedures and processes established
to implement the regulatory requirements;
examining documentation supporting management's assertion on its involvement in cases
and other matters related to class actions, certain categories of aliens, and certain types of
representation involving incarcerated persons;
conducting a search for restricted cases that were not reported and not divested by July
31, 1996;
examining a sample of case files opened prior to and after April 26, 1996 to ascertain
whether there was continued involvement in restricted cases;
determining whether the recipient established policies and procedures as required by the
respective regulations and communicated those policies and procedures to its staff.

CONCLUSIONS, FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
With regard to the above-stated objectives, we provide the following conclusions, findings, and
recommendations.
CONCLUSION 1
•

Except for cases reported to the LSC by the grantee, which are described in the
Background section of this report, we found no evidence that LAFC did not divest of
prohibited class action, prisoner litigation, and restricted alien cases by the July 31, 1996,
deadline imposed by section 508(b)(2) of Public Law 104-134 as implemented by LSC
Regulation 45 CFR 1617.

CONCLUSION 2
•

LAFC continued representation in prohibited cases after August 1, 1996.

FINDING 1 -- LAFC continued representation in two class action suits (Bell and Woods, et. al.
v. Commercial Credit Loans, Inc. and Wesco Insurance Company and Hill et. al. v. Erickson,
hereafter referred to as Bell and Hill, respectively).
LAFC represented the plaintiffs in the Bell case, a case involving, among other things, premiums
the plaintiffs had paid for insurance for involuntary unemployment. On July 29, 1996, an order
for preliminary approval of the class settlement was entered. The settlement agreement estimated
the size of the class as 8,150 persons and established floor and ceiling amounts of $557,536 and
$681,584, respectively. In a "Joint Motion to Approve Revised Notice and Stipulation," filed on
October 16, 1996, and granted two days later, the number of potential class members was raised
to 11,689. The motion also raised the floor and ceiling amounts so that each person who
submitted a participation form would receive no less than $83.63. Our audit revealed that the
program's attorneys had spent 75 hours on this case after July 31, 1996.
LAFC also represented the plaintiffs in the Hill case, a class action on behalf of pregnant
teenagers and teenage parents who were wards of the state, alleging that the Department of

Children and Family Services (DCFS) was unnecessarily separating teenaged parents from their
children through inappropriate placements of these wards. A consent decree was filed for this
case on January 3, 1994. On October 3, 1996, LAFC filed the "Plaintiffs' Statement of the Status
of the Two-Year Report." The plaintiffs' statement maintained that the defendant was not going
to provide enough information to evaluate whether the objectives of the decree were being met
and that the DCFS had missed many of the deadlines established in the decree. An attachment to
the plaintiffs' statement set forth at least 17 assertions of non-compliance. The "Defendant's
Status Report to the Court" was filed a week after the plaintiffs' statement. It stated that the
plaintiffs questions were answered, the report required by the decree was not intended to be a
statistical study, and the specific numerical data of the nature referenced by the plaintiffs was
neither obtained nor required. The defendant's statement also contained an observation that the
plaintiffs' counsel appeared to be questioning the reliability of a report that " does not take the
form they have suggested " and " which is yet unseen." LAFC filed a motion to withdraw from
the case on December 3, 1996, which was granted two days later. Our audit revealed that the
program's attorneys spent 23.5 hours working on this case after July 31, 1996.
As described in the Background section of this report, LAFC was unable to divest of 3 class
action suits by the July 31 deadline and retained some additional class action cases under the
exception permitted by 45 CFR 1617 for non-adversarial monitoring. Although we found no
evidence that the activities associated with the Bell and Hill class actions were "adversarial" in
nature at the July 1996 deadline, we believe subsequent events set forth above indicate that each
of those two cases became adversarial in nature some time after August 1, 1996.
Recommendation 1 -- We recommend that LSC management take appropriate action.
Recommendation 2 -- We also recommend that LSC management implement a program of
periodic reporting by recipients on the status of class action suits in which recipients are involved
in non-adversarial activities in order to facilitate enforcement of 45 CFR 1617. These reports
should include, but not necessarily be limited to, lists of open class actions and signed
certifications that no adversarial activities have occurred with regard to the cases listed.
GRANTEE MANAGEMENT COMMENTS ON FINDING 1
In responses to both draft reports, LAFC disagreed with Finding 1.
Bell
Regarding the Bell case, LAFC stated in its response to the first draft report (Appendix I) that the
defendants learned that the class was larger than originally anticipated, that the parties "engaged
in a problem solving effort," and that discussions ultimately resulted in a joint motion and
stipulation to cover the larger number of class members. LAFC asserted that these actions were
non-adversarial. In response to the second draft report (Appendix II), LAFC reiterated its
assertion and provided a copy of a letter from opposing counsel stating his agreement that the
discussions were non-adversarial in nature.
Hill

In the Hill case, LAFC's response to the first draft report stated that LAFC submitted a document
entitled "Plantiff's Statement of the Status of the Two-Year Report," which LAFC asserted was
informational only, advanced no legal arguments, requested no relief, and cited no authority. The
response stated that LAFC considered the activity to be non-adversarial. The response to the
second draft report reiterated LAFC's position.
OIG RESPONSE
We continue to believe that these two cases became adversarial after July 31, 1996. In Bell, we
believe that a discussion concerning the dollar amount of the settlement between parties with
opposing interests is, by its nature, adversarial. For the Hill case, on the basis that the two sides
presented opposing viewpoints in their respective status reports, we believe that the case had also
become adversarial.
CONCLUSION 3
•

Except as noted below, LAFC established policies and procedures as required by the
respective regulations and communicated those policies and procedures to its staff.

FINDING 2 -- In 8 of the 19 cases we reviewed for compliance with requirements for obtaining
client attestations of citizenship, the required attestation was not documented. LSC regulation 45
CFR 1626.6 requires recipients to "require all applicants for legal assistance who claim to be
citizens to attest in writing ." LAFC management attributed the absence of attestations to the
procedure used primarily in one office. The program has implemented new procedures, including
the use of a compliance checklist, to prompt staff to ensure compliance with 45 CFR 1626.6 and
other regulations. The checklist also provides assurance to supervisors reviewing the case files
that requirements have been met.
Recommendation 3 -- None. The OIG believes that the corrective action already taken provides
reasonable assurance that the regulatory requirements of 45 CFR 1626.6 will be met. Therefore,
no further corrective action is necessary.
GRANTEE MANAGEMENT COMMENTS ON FINDING 2
With regard to Finding 2, the response to the first draft report stated that LAFC had changed its
procedures to ensure that the required citizenship forms would be signed on the first visit of the
client and that clients would not be seen until the documentation was secured.
OIG RESPONSE
None.
GRANTEE MANAGEMENT COMMENTS ON DRAFT REPORTS
The complete texts of LAFC management's responses to both draft reports appear in Appendices
I and II.

MANAGEMENT LETTER
We have issued a separate letter to LAFC management concerning an immaterial finding
resulting from this audit.
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In Re 11 v. Commercial Ci:-edi~, the parties agreed to a
settlem.,nL in a conRum"r class action in July 1996. in
September/October, 1996, one of t he defendants learned
that the number of the paople in the ~la~s w~s gr,,n1:cr
than originally understood by the parties. With this new
information, the parties engaged in a problem solving
,,ffort that was non-adversarial. After discussion, the
parti"" <Jgree.d to a joint motion and stipulation to cover
th" largP.r number of class members.
We believe these
dinc:u,.sions between the parties fell within the nonadver ..arial moni to't'ing lan!Juage of the class action
regulation.
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Hill v. Erickson was a class action filed in 1988 on
behalf of some 900 pregnant teen-agers and teen-age
pa.rents who were wards of t he state. The complaint
alleged Lhal Ll1e Department of Children and Family
Services ("DCFS") was unnecessarily separating teen
parents from their children throu gh inappropriate
placements of these wards. On January 3. 1994, following
a fairness hearing, a settlement agreement was entered by
the court . Pursuant to the settlement, training of DCFS
workers was revised and DCFS began to restructure i ts
services to teen-age parents. LAFC lawyers monitored the
DCFS actions following the entry of the settlement
agreement.
The settlement agreement required a two year report to be
prepared by a DCFS consul tant and filed with the court
rcg<Jrding th<? ,;t.atu,; of DCFS'" action" at> required by the
"et t lemen L ctflree111..nL ( • L.wo-year report") . On October 3 ,
1996, f,AFC submi tt.r.d "Pl" inti ff,;• Statement of the Status
of the Two-Y~cir R(?part •• _ Tl1in d t)t: u1ner1l wat:; l11Ioz:1nat.ional
only. No lega l argum.,n l.s were advanced. No relief was
requested.
No c i tation :.; t.o authoriLy were rnade.
The
document simply provided factual informat i on trl the ct1UL L
regarding the status of the t-wo ·year report. No mot i ons
were made by either aide re!'fardinq the two-year report
0

and T~AFC tonk no nr.h~r <IC'lt:ions regardi ng thi~ matter.
LAFC considered Lhia acLlviLy to be non-adversari a l
monitoring of the settlemGnt agreement.

Shortly thereafter, on December 5, 1.996, LAFC withdrew as
counsel for the plaint i ffs, <ind subst i.tutr. counsel "'"-"
granted leave to enter the <Jct.ion o n bP.hnlf nf t.h" c l ass
of plaintiffs.
LAFC stands by it." v; ew th1tt i ts
act.ions

.in

this
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were
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wi ll1

all

LSC

requirement" and amounled t.o nothing more than nonadversa.rlal monitoring of a settl ement agreement .
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cases, u we have no\>1 revie\\Ted our procedures for securing
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client at.t."r.t.'1tio1!:..;. We have changed our procedures to
"n"ure Lh«L the required citizenship torms are s i gned on
the first visit of the cl~ent. and clients are not seen
until this documentation is secured .
We hope this info.rrt'.ation is helpful to the OTG, and LSC.
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Dear Vivi3J1:
:
Yoo h11ve r•<11iesud that I ronfirm th•t oordi.sausions ~ng the Jo:ut M.>tion to
l\ppmve Revised Notice and ScipulatioD, filed on Oci:ober 16, 19%, iil tbe 2bove-a,r.ti0Ded
laws-J it, wue non·od\'ersarial in natuJe. ! agree. As we stated 1n the Jninr. \.1otioD, (r~1g
of the floor ori.d ceiling of the Fund.co~responds tc tbe umlc,lyiug fonnula ~mbo~.4 1n tbc
·S&lemcu• .'\#=nc:nt betwccn Pl:un11Efu "1d W•- ·• (Motton, o.: 2). J bel.i,,ve t)n< .<r.>tP.ment,
•ppearing io. the Joint lvl<>tt<>n itself, illustraus that our discu~<ions were nor>-Aci versarial and
dwt the Court, in ~ting the Joint Motion, confirms chit <onclusion.

